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EXPERT ASSISTANTS FOR DESIGN

Jack Aldridge, John Cerutti, Willard Draisin, Michael Steuerwalt

Los Alamos National Laboratory
Los Alamos, NM 87545

INTRODUCTION

Christopher Alexander [2] describes archi~ectural design as a process whose objective
is to produce a form that has rIoserious mismatches with tbe envuonment defined by
its use, Often the environment is incompletely defined and is almost certain to
change over time, A similar description appl~es to nuclear weapon design because
specification details vary with refinement of the scenario for using the weapon and
with design changes in reltted equipment such as the delivery vehic!e. The form of a
weapon might mismatch the delivery vehicle geometry or carrying capacity, the con-
ditions under which it is delivered, or even the e!lects it is intended to create.

In practice, z, design results from many iterations of the process of balancing
objectives against constraints. Because for complex designs these iterations are
expensive, we ~re evaluating whether systems using techniques of artificial intelligence
(AI) can improve the process and provide corporate memory both of successful
designs and of the process itself. In this paper, we describe two such expert p:ograrns
currently under development at the Los Alamoe National Laboratory, PRCCON and
the Designer’s Apprentice. We emphasize the Apprentice because PRGCON has been
described elsewhere [3,4]. Both codes define interfaces to simulations that provide :t
wide variety of information about the performance of complex devices, We ,“xpect
that the systems will help designers understand and use this information more
effectively, We also believe that the oystems wiUhelp users incorporate mo, e factors
early in the design procese and so avoid attempts to optimize wbeystemtt later. By so
managing the now of information, PROCON and the Apprentice shovld help achieve
better designs,

In uct.ion 2 we diacuos importmt factors of tbe iuterface. Section 3 outlinwl
how Al techniqu~ can help, In the Iaet two eections we tske up PROCON and tho
Apprentice,

INTERFACES:ACCESS TO THE TOOLS

Computer codes that simulate complex symtemsplay a vital role in understanding ●nd
dtisigning those systems, They provide criticsl information about important chsrae.
teristico, ouch as timing [6], strength, electromagnetic Ileld patterns 17],sod system
behavior Ill, Beyond thie, exttnzdve numericsl simulation of oeversl version- of ● sys-
tem is uftcn cheaper than constructing even one teal version.



But coclen to simulate complex systems are themselv~ complex. To solve bin
design problem, the dmigner must cope not only with the complicated phenomena he
is trying to undcmtand but dso with the cornplicatd tad that eimu]ata three

phenomena. Good interface to the oimulat]on help the demgne: build input h the
code, run it, and interpret the r~u]b, by providing:

(1) error checks,

(2) a world mode] - a model of tbe thing berng designed in its con~xt,
(3) execution of the simulation,

(4) a dictionary of synonyms,
(5) brapbirs md filtering,
(6) an aaaessment of input and output relationsbipo,
(7) history

Input that describes the system being simulated should be checked for errora in
[ormat and in correlation between variables. This is passwe mktance: the designer

must create tbe input from scratch or by changing an emtmg input file. More active

awi.stance is possible: an interface that hz~ a model of tbe world being simulated can
help build the input, It can convert between units appropriate to the dtsigner and
units internal to the c~e, and can interpret between the designer’e terminology and
the code’s names for variables, On a higher level, the world model establishes contex-

tual information that the interface ctin use to aasist the designer. For example, the
design~r may specify a material for partof a device. By rnaintalnlng a dictionary of
terms, the interf~e can understand that the material hae certain physics] propcrtie8

such as density and shear strength. If the interface encodes this knowledge in tableo
or rules of an ●xpert system, then the system can review a design for inadvertent
errors aud remind the degi~ner of problems. It is better that the system warn a
designer, who may be trying new concepts, than that it prevent innovation by forcint
him to correct wblt it considers to be an erroi, A dictionary of terms can aho be
viewed ~ a s~arting point for a “natural language” i~terface Ill].

Where the computational environment ia complicated by the presence of several
different computers, operating eyeteme, Iibrariea, or simulation tools, the interface can

b:lp the designer choose properly. If an eflective design requir~ running several
simulation codee, the interface can provide 8ynonyma for the diflerent namen that

codes u~e for the game v~riabl~~, ThuD the intc~face provides a single terminology for

lhe designer.

Tbe world model can be the basis for a graphical interaction with the designer
- people procese plct~res better than words. Usually oimul~tion codes can provide a
wide variety Or output because ~om~ne might be interested in seeing theee quantities

sometime during the Ilfe of the emulation c~e. Moat of this output is not something
the designer wanto to see all the time, The interface can tllter tbe output for the
designer in the context of hia current necda, Likcwke, it can determine when the
resulte are no Ionqer needed,

An aret that is often overlooked in design is sensitivity to parametric varialiun.
EVQrI in optimizing COdIH, there ia often an emph~is on point dcsicn. In those CUM,

information *bout ~nlitlvltY u unu~~ expr~aed lhrough puamc~ra wh~ mesninl

is lean than intuitive, Mcnuoe sens.itwity mnalyoh CMI be important, the interface
bhould handle it without requiring epeciflc inotructlone from the d~igner. The inter-
face should give some qualitative ~dic~tlon of the eu~ts of ch~ngm Of input on OUb

put prwameterb,

Finally, a grA interface can keep track of what htu ken done both on the
current problem md on related onti. For the duration of the desisn problem, the
eyo~em can record deolgn succe~s~ and failures ~nd the reauite of $enaltlvlty etudheu,
Fur the longer term, the nyotem can log succemfu] de~igno and comprornlset tnd lbe

r?naonc fof them, !kurdins the eucceseful ddgnc mak~ it possible to recall paat



work, and makea more acceaaible to designers the details of work in which they them-
selves may have had no direct part. Thus the interface represents a corporate
memory - one not overwhelmed by current design fahions.

HOW AI CAN HELP

To build an interface with all these capabilities Al technique are essential. We wish
to emphasize that not every part of the interface requirea AI, and that the conccpta
we are discussing are broadly applicable to defiign activities and not just to nuclear
weapon design,

AI toofa for such an interface come from three arerw expert systems, planning,
and natural language processing. An expert system, more propefly referred to as a
production system, consists of an inference engine and a data base. It can make a
decision from a collection o? rules that map decision factors to the conclusions and a
declaration of what vaiues the decision factors have for the current case. The expert
system may be enhanced with the use of object-oriented programming and ruiee that
match patterns [5,8,12]. A planner analyzes a task into a collection of goals. [t
further analyzes the goafs into subgoals until a feasible process can be described.
Planning may be extended to learning, in the sense that partiaf plans may be
recorded by the systcrn to help deal with problerna too complex for the original data
base of procedures. Natural language processors are the third kind of tool we might
use. Fortunately, the communications of concern to us are between corrIpu&rs and
tend to be more formalized than communications between people, but many of the
ideas from this 6eld are applicable, Graphics packages, optimizers, and data base
management systems complete the components with which we build the interfaces.

PROCON

PROCON is an intelligent production controller that pro*/idea au interface between
designers and several simulation codes; it helps the desigrner set up and submit “pro-
duction” calculations, PROCON has three major parts: a user interface, an error
checker, and a job control stream generator, Inputs to the codes are specified by
data base entries in the form of GLISP 19] objecw in a Frauzliep environment, Con-
trol functions that are part of PROCON use the fields of these objects to provide the
interface and checking, However, control is not dependent OQthe data recorded in
the data bases, Adding another code input involves creating appropriate objects
describing the input but needs no changes in the functions, Three simulation codee
have been interfaced this way, The current thru~t to the PROCON develo~:,]ent N
to provide checking for correlation between input parameters ●nd for IeSai stracture
of the input die as ● whole, We hope PROCON will eventually replace several pro-
grams now used to control simulation codes with a single program that doee more
than current controllers and is easier to maintain bec~uee of the datadriven pro
gramming, We plan to put the $raphic interface described below into PROCGN ●nd
to use the job stream generator from PROCCN to make the DeeigDer’uApprentice
insensitive to change in our computing center’s procedures and cont!ol Ianguasea,

THE DESIGNER’S APPRENTICE

The Designer’e Apprentice is a program that will provide ● complete interface to the
designer to generate initial solutions to the dcsi~n problem ●nd to help him use
appropriate simulation codee. The Apprentice is work in pro~reea, However, wo also
discuss advanced concepts that are not part of the original Apprentice but we ilkeiy
to tppear in later versiono.



Because the Apprentice is composed of many interacting subparts, we decided
to use the techniques of structured analysis and design [10] to control development.
These techniques have proved valuable for organizing flow of information through the
design process, uncovering eubcomponent interactions, and karning what- EUb-
procesciea are contained in each facet of the overaU deeign process. With such an
overview in place, incremental code development and prototyping are proving useful.
Fig. 1 shows top-leve} data flow and a task hierarchy for the Apprentice.

Design begins with a set of explicit performance specifications and a set of
implicit specifications such ae safety, manufacturability, and cost. The specifications
might include a nominal yield of the weapon, a range of yieldo, perhaps a type of
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Fig, la, Bubble chart for the Designer’o Apprentice, This chart shows information
Ilows and transformations of flows, The dotted area represents the current role of a
designer,
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dominant radiation to be produced, and interfaces for those properties of the weapon
that can aflect the performance of a delivery vehicle; these propertim include limits
for tbe -capon’s dimension~, tital m~, and location of its center of maae. Safety

considerations in transportation and etorage are of concern but are likely to b?
assumed rather than explicitly stated. Availability of materiats - particularly nuc]~~
materials - at the time the oystems will be manufactured is an important considers.

tion. These factors taken together provide the context for tbe dmign, The designer’s
tadk is to generate a form - a relation between materials in certain shapes - that
meets the l~pecification~. (Alexander not~ that fitting a context means ●laminating

mismatches, Qct trying to decide what makes a “gmxl” rorm,)
The designer must make an initial layout that opecifes materials and shapea of

parts. The Apprentice mists in thti tmk graphically. kause we cannot deal here
with internal construction of nuclear weapons, we shaU illustrate the interaction with

a simple mechanical design example. The desired part ti an end plate of an electric
motor that holds the bearing and lubrication pads. The plate provides centering for
the motor’s armature. The bearing can be removed if the armature needs replace-
.ment; the plate and armature can be removed ~ s unit if need be. The plate must

extend no further than 1/2 inch beyond the end of the motor housing. Drilled and

tspped holes are provided in tfie motor housing for six 1/4-20 screws. The housing is

1/4 inch thick at the screw radius of 1.Z!J inches, The motor armature c]eam the
inside end of the housing by no more than 1/8 inch. The armature roust be aligned
with the xxis of the housing to better than 0.010 inch. Several possible solutions are
illustrated in Fig. 2,

We Msume the designer’s computational aids predict lifetime and lubrication

needs for various bearings at various speeds with diflerent lubricants, and estimate
manufact~ring coets of items once the contlguration is determined, A data b~e
manage metit code cm obtain discrete information such M bearing stocks, design
standards such ~ tolerances, and go on. A more sophisticated program might op!im-

ize with resp~ct LOcost of moterials and manufacturing,
Even with the detailed specification given above, the designet nm a wide range

of options to complete the task, One is manuractur~bility - materiah ad to]erance5,

manufacturing techniques, edge speci9cation, dimensions of parts. What kind of
bearing is required? Which simula~ion codes need be run and wk~t input information

is needed to obtain the desired output? What surface Ilnish ~ need~? What
aesthetic [actors should be includ?d? Tbe cost of manufacture wiU depend on the

z

r

Fig. 2. Some dm)gn optionn for an end flange 01 an electric motor.



decisions made by the designer about all aapecta of the design. In the nuclear
weapons case, meeting design critiria can lead to a need for developing new materials
or new material handling techniques, either of which is likely to be expensive.

The design strategy is to use the specillcations to develop a layout, then itera-
tively run the design codes and redefine configurations until all speci9cations are
satisfied.

The first task for the Apprentice ia to determine what the designer ia going to
do during this session. He may want to continue the same problem he had last time
(the default), specify a new problem, or make a radical change in his approach to the
curlent problem. A user pro61e that keeps track of what a particul~r designer is
doing and what significant problems remati is used to find a starting plve for the
interaction with the designer.

The second task of design is to collect the specifications. In the Apprentice this
is done with a user-modifiable menu. The menu ia divided into a main group and a
subsidiary group. Although he has access to all specillcations, normally the designer
is concerned only with the main set. Examples of main spec~cations are mass,
geometry, design context, and yield. Examples of subsidiary specillcations are safety
issues and special output requirements. ‘J’hedesigner may specify some or all of these
factors. He may enter physical quantities surnumbers with units he prefem. Rather
than clutter menus with examples of input syntax, throughout this ffiteraction we use
the instruction line to prompt the designer. The instruction line - a standard part of
the Lisp machine screen - showe information that helps explain other displays: sam-
ples of input synt=, suggestions about what to do next or how to do it, and so on.
Fig. 3 shows an abbreviated specification menu as it resides on the designer’s screen.
Once the designer indicates he ia flniahed with the specifications, an expert system
reviews them to see if it can understand what to do next and to 61.Iin values that the
designer did not provide. It makes usc of limited knowledge to aasure that grossly
absurd specillcations are caught early. (Note that we must diatinguiah between no
specification and a specification of zero for numerical values.)

Next, the graphical interaction to define the layout begins. Merely showing pic-
tures of the design does not sufilce. To be useful, they must be rnodiflable by an
interaction with the screen and must scale properly to show dimensional changes in
context, Often the designer can spot faults in the design from such pictures and
correct the error immediately, Likewise, pictures are an exceUent way to advise the
designer of potmtial problems such as dimensions that are too small for mechanical
stability. Of course, spotting theee defects is one function of an expert program that
is assisting the designer. Fig. 4 adds to Fig. 3 a warning that a thickness fault has
been spotted by the expert system,

Menus can focus attention on a part oi the problem at a particular time, They
can also oder proper choices in a particular context. For example, if a plate has been
designed, the menu might offer material as an option, and might even suggest
appropriate mtiteriab. Fig, 5 illwstratea how such a menu might look b the designer,
Choices of material could be determined by cost, policy, or manufacturability con-

sideration, If the dwigner can get an explanation whenever he waata, then the eya=
tern can Iiat choicee without comment,

Another aid to the designer is to have always visible the speciflcatioas and ●ny
values immediately computable from the design. An example of such ● computation
ia the total mass of the object being designed, The dimensions and type of material
give the volume of the material. Tabka of densities give the ruaaa aad the sum of the
masses of the parts ia the total mass. Such elementary calculations provide the
designer with useful compsdscms without diverting his ●ttentioo from the probkm at
hand. The ripecltlcstions display ●lso provides another bandy method of Informing
him of mismatched betwesn kk design and tbe speci!lcationc.
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Fig, 3. A sample graphic interface. Flage on the diagram are active. The
specifications window is always present; it shows comparisons between the epecifled
valuee and those derived from the current design, Shading in the window indicatea
discrepancies.

The CAD features ollered by the graphics are underpinned by a program that
eyntbesizes objects (the objects of object-oriented programming). The Apprentice can
use objects to do various taaks, such aa prepare inputs to codee or make solid models
of the forms being designed. One intelligent task ia to construct solid figures from
Iinea. Another is to conetruct cross eections for a composite device baaed on descrip-
tions of its components, The Apprentice uses data baaea of successful devices and
designs, aa well w heuristic rules, to suggeet a solution to the design problem. The
data baae information and rule output are transformed into weapondeaign objects
for the duration of the design problem. The objects have subobjects that are the
components of the device, with such attributes aa dimensions, materials, and loca-
tions. By manipulating these objects, the Apprentice generatea the inputa to the
simulation codes and to the graphic interface.
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Fig. 4. Same as Fig. 3, but with a warning that an expert system in the Apprentice
has found a manufacturability fault.

The window system of a Lisp machine can show more than one view of the
design. An individual ccmponent or an expanded view of a section of the design may
be displayed and changed in a second window. The basis for both imagea is a eingle
object, so the two windows remain synchronized, Because objects are instantiation
of an object description (a flavor, for example) the environment can hold several
designs at once. By invoking the proper menus, the user w switch between designs.

When the graphic interaction concludes, the designer may choose to run simul-
tion codes on our CRAY eupercomputem. For the Apprentice, this entaila converting
information in the objects on the Lisp machine into inputs to the simulation codes.
Data bases of inputs to the design codes - variables, formatd, order, correlation~ -
are maintained in the Lisp enviro~mertt. The correapoadence between object attri-
butes and these 5elds of the input Iile is kept as well. We note that because the
designer communicates with the expert system in term of the object attributes it is
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Fig. 5. Active windows at different levels of the Apprentice are obtained by succe~
sively choosing the flag and the item in an associated pop-up menu.

possible to have a uniform interface to several design codes, The designer only needs
to be familiar with the terminology uoed to create the objects, not the stylized input
names that the simulation code wants,

Developing the input 61es that describe designs to simulation codes is the goal
of the initial Designer’s Apprentice, However, an obvious extension is to make the
Apprentice control the computation and aualyze its results. Then the Apprentice
might be able to provide appropriate graphs of computational results for a particular
set of designs, or perhaps merely fiiter the computer output. Implementing such
capability would rquire adding data bases of computer output variables, drivem to
process the information, and ●xpert systems to monitor the status of the computa-
tion. Determining what to do next from the status of the computation would take a
message-understanding expert system and a planner to create a procedure from
scripts and partial plans. Such capability would make the Apprentice a true design
partner to the human, but is clei rly not e~y to achieve,

The test of whether PROCON and the Apprentice can help designers is accep-
tance by the designers themselves, Few expert systems have had mch acceptance.
We hope that the combination of graphics, automatic input generation, and a variety
of expert systems will prove to be tempting.
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